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ABSTRACT 
 

The Verdet constant for olive and other vegetable oils has been measured in this work. Different types 
of vegetable oils also have different Verdet constants, this allows olive oil authentication from 
adulteration by other cheap vegetable oils.  Most of the current work on edible oil adulteration is 
based on chromatographic analysis.  This work attempts to employ Faraday effect as a sampling 
technique. The study of samples maintained for various lengths of time under various storage 
conditions revealed that each olive oil sample has a Verdet constant value that is dependent on the 
following factors: production year, sample history (i.e. storage conditions), and geographical area. Oils 
stored in room light exhibited lower levels of tocopherol, carotenoid, and chlorophyll than oils stored in 
the dark. Oils and fats constitute one of the three major classes of food products, the others being 
proteins and carbohydrates.  Preliminary findings suggested that the Faraday Effect could be used to 
detect olive oil adulteration, implying that the effect could be proposed as a food authentication 
technique if calibration curves and standard Verdet constants values could be prepared for 
comparison with those of the samples under investigation. A further study is needed to determine the 
relation between the value of the Verdet constant and the primary and secondary oxidation products, 
oil component contents etc. 
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“What is the life of this world but amusement and play? but verily the Home in the Hereafter,- that is 
life indeed, if they but knew.” (Al-Ankaboot:64) 
 

“He is the One˺ Who created life and death in order to test which of you is best in deeds. And He is 
the Almighty, All-Forgiving.” (Al-Mulk :2) 
 

Dedicated to your loving memory and soul ~ 
 

“from your beloved wife: 
Hanan Hamoudeh Gheith-AbuTaha" 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
To keep up with global market needs, food authentication procedures have been advancing at a rapid 
pace. Analytical approaches have been developed or updated to provide credible answers to probable 
adulteration at each level of the manufacturing process [1,2]. Oils and fats are one of three major 
types of food, with proteins and carbs constituting the other two. Food products that mix a pleasing 
flavor with nutritional benefits are in high demand. Because of the growing market for vegetable oils, 
their authenticity has become a popular issue from both a business and a health standpoint. Because 
of the price differential between olive oil and other edible oils, for example, substantial sums of money 
can be made by adulterating virgin olive oil with cheaper oils. This hazardous act is a health threat, as 
evidenced by the toxic oil syndrome, which harmed more than 20,000 people and was caused by 
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olive oil spiked with aniline-denatured rapeseed oil [3]. While U.S. consumption of olive oil has tripled 
over the past two decades, nearly all olive oil continues to be imported. Estimation of a demand 
system using monthly import data reveals that the income elasticity for virgin oils sourced from EU is 
above one, but demand for nonvirgin oils is income-inelastic. The demand for olive oil as a single 
product is price-inelastic [4,5]. 
 
Chromatographic analysis is used in the majority of recent studies on edible oil adulteration. Fatty 
acids, triglycerols, sterols, tocopherols, and hydrocarbons have been quantified using high 
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) [6] and high resolution gas chromatography (HRGC) [7]. 
Over the last decade, HPLC has been increasingly popular, and it is still the most extensively used 
technique. However, these seperative techniques have been complemented with or substituted by, 
many other modern techniques, such as supercritical fluid chromatography (SFC) [8], Chiral 
chromatography, silver ion chromatography, stable carbon isotope ratio analysis (SCIRA) [9,10], mass 
spectrometry (MS), nuclear magnetic resonance spectrometry (NMR) [11], near-infrared spectroscopy 
(NIR) [12], Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) and FT-Raman spectroscopy [13]. 
 

This work attempts to employ Faraday effect as a sampling technique. It is a magneto-optical effect 
that deals with phenomena arising from the interaction between light and matter that occur in liquids, 
gases, as well as solids. When light propagates along the axis of a transparent medium of length L, 

the application of an axial magnetic field B to the medium causes a rotation  of the plane of 
polarization of the light beam such that [14]: 
 

VBL                                                                                                                      (1) 
 

Here V is the Verdet constant, which measures the strength of the effect and has different values for 

differ ent materials, and varies with the wavelength  of the light used in the study [14]. The Faraday 
Effect is attributed to the symmetry breaking of the propagating left- handed and right-handed 
circularly polarized light in the presence of the magnetic field, i.e., the index of refraction for light of the 
two polarizations becomes different in the presence of the field. A simple semi-classical approach that 
incorporates the essential physics and retains the right order of magnitude for the effect, the Verdet 
constant can be written as [15,16]: 
 

V K e 2mdn d(2) 
 

where, e is the charge of the electron, m it’s mass, c is the speed of the light,  is the wavelength of 
the light beam, and n is the index of refraction of the medium. The dimensionless constant, K, 
measures the deviation of the Verdet constant from the value predicted by the simple semi-classical 
theory. 
 

It is worth mentioning here that the Verdet constant and the wavelength dependence of the index of 
refraction relationship depend mainly on the nature of the medium, i.e. whether it is semiconducting, 
diamagnetic, paramagnetic ferromagnetic. Thus, correct calculations can be attained by making use 
of the quantum theory methods. 
 

Accordingly, there are several analytical procedures that have been employed to identify and quantify 
the components of vegetable oils. In this work we propose the Faraday effect as a new nondestructive 
technique for testing vegetable oils through measurement of Verdet constant. To our knowledge there 
is no reported data in the literature on the measured values of Verdet constant for vegetable oils. 
 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
 

2.1 Set-Up and New Improvements 
 

The basic setup of the Faraday Effect shown in Fig. 1 [17] was used with some improvements on the 
Faraday rotation-angle measurement and the detection scheme. 
 

The normal procedure used [17] for calculating the Verdet constant employs measuring the rotation-
angle directly using the circular scale of the analyzer graduated in degrees, and magnetic field value 
responsible for certain angle of rotation that causes light extinction. This method is totally dependent 
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on the experimenter’s eye sight. Hence, the result is considered a crude measurement. An 
improvement on the experimental technique was found necessary and introduced to improve 
measurement sensitivity. The circular scale giving angle mea- surements in degrees is transferred to 
a linear micrometer scale. This is an achieved by introducing the new design shown in Fig. 2. The 
corresponding micrometer reading can be easily converted into more reliable and accurate angle 
measure. 
 

As far as light extinction is concerned an improvement was added also by which a phase sensitive 
detection scheme in conjunction with a photocell is used, hence the measurement is carried out 
electronically avoiding possible error of insensitive human eye. This allows using lock-in amplifiers to 
detect AC signals, all the way down to a few nanovolts, hence, allowing an exact determination of the 
rotation angle. It is possible to make accurate measurements even when the small signal is obscured 
by noise sources many thousands of times larger and differ entiates against stray light signals. The 
improved setup is exhibited as a complete experimental setup in Fig. 3. 

 

 
 
Fig. 1. The basic setup of the conventional Faraday effect experiment: 1. Polarizer, 2. Analyzer, 

3. Condenser, 4. Test specimen, 5. Colored glass, 6. Lens, 7. Translucent screen 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Apparatus design with improving on the Fara- day’s rotation-angle measurements 
 

2.2 Samples 
 
Olive oil samples from different geographical parts of Palestine were collected over years ago for the 
various production years and stored at different storing condition. Some were stored at room light 
other in the dark, in plastic or glass containers; totally or partially filled. Tested oil samples were 
placed in ordinary glass tube 20 mm long, 5 mm internal diameter, then inserted through the hole 
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drilled in the magnet poles. In addition to the olive oil samples, other different vegetable oil samples 
were bought for analysis from a local store. Adultered oil samples were prepared by mixing pure oil 
sample by different ratios of other oils. 
 

 
 

Fig. 3. The complete setup used to study Faraday effect of some vegetable oils 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

A set of improvements on the conventional method al- lowed a sensitive measurement of the rotation 
angle. For example, parts of angles as small as 0.02 deg could be measured in the present work 
compared to the smallest measurable angle of 0.5 deg. in the conventional way. This enhanced the 
sensitivity to a level that minute rotation angles by the plane of polarization for vegetable oils could be 
monitored. The circular angle scale on the analyzer was changed to a linear sensitive easy to 
measure scale as could be seen in Fig. 4. 
 

Fig. 5 shows the angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
two olive oil samples taken from the same geographical region and stored in a plastic container in 
room light and having one year age difference. 
 

It is seen that the Verdet constant decreases appreciably from 227 deg/(T·m) for less older sample to 
165 deg/ (T·m) for older one. This indicates that the verdet constant value becomes less the larger the 
sample age is. The oils stored in the dark mainly contained primary oxidation products while the oils 
kept in room light contained secondary oxidation products as confirmed by the K270 values which 
exceeded the legal limits even after purification by means of alumina [18]. This is because the photo-
oxidation takes place faster than the auto-oxidation. It is possible to conclude that the decrease of the 
Verdet constant in the samples exposed to light is due to the de- crease in the concentration of 
tocopherol and carotenoid since chlorophylls disappear after 4 months of storage. This is in 
agreement with the Caponio et al., 2005 [19] results whose results had shown that oils stored in the 
light had significantly lower tocopherol, carotenoid and chlorophyll contents than did the same oils 
kept in the dark. On the contrary, the results for the samples taken from the same region but stored in 
glass containers in the dark have shown constant Verdet’s constant values for at least one year (see 
Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 4. Calibration curve between the analyzer rotation angle (θ in deg.) and corresponding 
micrometer reading (Ym mm) 

 

This can be attributed to the interruption of both photo-oxidation and auto-oxidation since glass is 
impermeable to oxygen. This agrees with the result obtained by Kanavouras and Coutelieris, 2006 
[20]. 
 

In Fig. 7, the effect of storage in filled and unfilled containers was displayed. As it can be seen from 
the figure, the Verdet constant for samples stored in filled plas- tic container (V = 165 deg/(T·m)) and 
a partially filled container (V = 123 deg/(T·m)). The degradation in the Verdet constant for the oil in the 
partially filled container is attributed to the interaction of the oil with air layer on top of the oil in the 
container. 
 
The results of oil samples taken from another geographical area Mid-southern region of the West-
Bank, and stored in plastic container in room light kept with one year age difference are shown in Fig. 
8. Their measured values of the Verdet constant decreased with expo- sure to light in a similar fashion 
the samples taken from the south area shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 9 shows the angle of rotation of the 
polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density belonging to the Mid-Southern area olive oil 
samples stored in glass in the dark with one year age difference. Their results are consistent with 
those of Fig. 6, i.e. the value of the Verdet constant does not change for at least one year. 
 
The results of the investigated samples taken from the middle region of the west-bank are shown in 
Fig. 10. Such results confirmed the previously reported results in which the value of the Verdet 
constant increases with storage in a plastic container in the dark. 
 
Fig. 11 displayed a set of curves of the investigated samples obtained from northern region of the 
west-bank. It was found that the value of their Verdet constant de- creased from V = 182 deg/(T·m) for 
the sample that is that is 3 years younger, i.e. to V = 132 deg/(T·m) for the older sample. This 
indicates that although glass containers can prevent oil degradation due to degassing they cannot 
stop photo-oxidation reducing the levels of tocopherols and carotenoids in room light. The results 
displayed in Fig. 12 are obtained for different vegetable oils whose Verdet constant values are found 
to range from 345 deg/(T·m) for (Castor oil) to 1289 deg/(T·m) for Almonds oils. 
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Fig. 5. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
Yatta (south region of the west bank) olive oil, aging 10 and 9 years respectively, from a valley 

stored in plastic container in room light for  = 525 mm 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
Yatta (south region of the west bank) olive oil, aging 10 and 9 years respectively, from a valley 

stored in glass container in the dark for  = 525 mm 
 
Olive oil adulteration was also studied using a recently produced olive oil sample than one year old, 
stored in a plastic container in room light, [V = 206 deg/(T·m)], was mixed with wheat oil [V = 1198 
deg/(T·m)] in different proportions by weight, from 10% - 80%. The results shown in Fig. 13 assert an 
increase of the sample’s Verdet constant of the mixture as the percentage of the wheat oil increased. 
This is attributed to the high value of the Verdet constant of wheat oil i.e. the proportion of the 
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adulterant oil is reflected in the result obtained. The Verdet constant increases from V = 282 
deg/(T·m) for 10% wheat oil by weight to V = 944 deg/(T·m) for 80% wheat oil by weight. 
 

 
 

Fig. 7. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
Yatta olive oil, aging 11 years, from a mountain, stored in plastic totally filled container (■) and 

partially filled container (•), for  = 525 mm 
 

 
 

Fig. 8. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
Jerusalem olive oil, aging 11 and 10 years respectively, stored in plastic container in room 

light for  = 525 mm 
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From the above discussion it is concluded that the change of Verdet constant value for an olive oil 
sample is related to the degree of contamination and any properties changes due to different reasons. 
This means that properties of olive oil stored in a warehouse with known Verdet constant value at the 
time of storing can be monitored for any change of its properties. As far as the unknown sample is 
concerned it could be handled by comparing its Verdet constant value against a sample that is been 
claimed to have similar properties, i.e. of certain geographical area, year of production, and storage 
conditions. 
 

 
 

Fig. 9. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
Jerusalem olive oil, aging 10 and 9 years respectively, stored in glass container in the dark for 

 = 525 mm 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
aboud (middle region of west bank) olive oil, aging 11 and 10 years respectively, stored in 

plastic container in the dark for  = 525 mm 
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Fig. 11. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 
Asserah (north region of the west bank) olive oil, aging 10, 9 and 7 years respectively, stored 

in glass container in the light for  = 525 mm 
 

 
 

Fig. 12. Angle of rotation of the polarization plane as a function of the mean flux density for 

different vegetable oils, for = 525 mm 
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Fig. 13. Verdet constant for mixed wheat and olive oils versus the fraction of wheat oil in the 
mixture 

 

4. CONCLUSION 
 

The newly developed method proved its reliability to distinguish different olive oil samples according 
to their shelf life, geographical area and storage conditions as related to a change in Verdet constant 
value. Different types of vegetable oils also have different Verdet constants, this allows olive oil 
authentication from adulteration by other cheap vegetable oils. The stability of the Verdet constant 
value is an indication of olive oil proper- ties stability, yet the components of olive oil responsible for 
the optical activity of the oil needs a more thorough investigation. Both photo and auto-oxidations 
have clear effect on the Verdet constant. A further study is needed to determine the relation between 
the value of the Verdet constant and the primary and secondary oxidation products, oil component 
contents etc. 
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